Concepts regarding the function of the hyperpolarization-activated current (I h ) in shaping the excitability of single cells and neuronal ensembles have been evolving rapidly following the recent cloning of genes that encode the underlying 'h-channels' -the HCN genes. This article reviews new information about the transcriptional regulation of these channels, highlighting novel studies that demonstrate short-and long-term modulation of HCN expression, and linking this modulation to mechanisms of neurological diseases.
possibility that hyperpolarization-activated currents might be subject to long-term activitydependent regulation and could play a role in hippocampal malfunction during human neurological disorders. However, the precise nature of the molecular changes in h-channels, and whether they contribute to the pathogenic process or are compensatory and neuroprotective, have been topics of intense speculation. This article highlights recent findings on the molecular basis of h-channel diversity and focuses on the dynamic regulation of h-channel expression in normal and pathological conditions, using the hippocampus as a model neuronal circuit.
The HCN gene family: independent genes form distinct homomeric channels Recent cloning of the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) gene family has provided a structural basis for the observed heterogeneity of native I h . Each of the four characterized mammalian HCN genes (HCN1-HCN4) [18] generates currents with the general properties of I h when expressed heterologously, including activation upon hyperpolarizing voltage steps below − 60 mV and positive modulation by binding of cAMP. However, the four homomeric HCN channels differ considerably in their intrinsic biophysical properties -namely, in their kinetics of activation and deactivation (which are fastest for HCN1 and slowest for HCN4) and in their cAMP-evoked shift in voltage dependence.
The expression patterns of the four HCN genes in brain are also quite distinct: HCN1 is found mainly in cortical regions, whereas HCN4 is expressed almost exclusively in subcortical regions [19, 20] . HCN2 and HCN3 are expressed in a wider range of discrete neuronal populations, although the level of expression of the latter is low. In general, mRNA expression profiles of HCN genes have correlated reasonably well with the properties of I h recorded from individual neurons [20, 21] . For example, I h recorded from thalamocortical relay neurons, which express HCN2 and HCN4, have much slower kinetics and higher cAMP sensitivity than I h recorded from hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons, which express high levels of HCN1 and HCN2 [17, 20] . Although there are exceptions, this correlation suggests that cell-specific differences in the biophysical properties of I h are, in large part, determined on a transcriptional level.
Finally, differential regulation of HCN isoform expression has been described during CNS development [22, 23] . Detailed studies of the spatiotemporal expression patterns of HCN genes in hippocampus have revealed important differences in HCN1 and HCN2 expression within distinct neuronal subpopulations, as well as in the temporal progression of this expression. Thus, expression in principal cells precedes that in interneurons for both isoforms [22] . Furthermore, within interneuron populations, the progressive expression of HCN1 is confined primarily to parvalbumin-expressing basket-type cells, whereas HCN2 is more prominent in other interneuron populations. Within pyramidal cells, several dynamic changes in the expression of HCN1 and HCN2 subunits, and in the corresponding density and kinetics of I h , have been observed during the first three postnatal weeks [22, 23] .
Activity-dependent regulation of h-channel expression
Although the mechanisms underlying regulation of HCN gene expression during development remain unresolved, it is tempting to speculate that the evolving network activity of the hippocampal circuit might govern differential HCN expression. Direct evidence for an effect of activity on h-channel expression has been obtained using rodent models of human childhood seizures and epileptogenesis. Hyperthermia-induced seizures in immature (postnatal-day ten) rats induce long-lasting alterations in limbic neuronal excitability, including enhancement of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSC) and chronic enhancement of I h in CA1 pyramidal neurons [16] . Seizure activity in this developmental model resulted in a small but crucial depolarizing shift of the voltage dependence of I h , as well as a significant slowing in its activation and deactivation kinetics. These changes were persistent and, in combination with the increased perisomatic IPSCs, led to increased rebound firing of CA1 neurons and a hyper-excitable hippocampal network. On a molecular level, prolonged seizures (induced by kainic acid as well as hyperthermia) in the immature rat exerted a dose-dependent and differential effect on HCN1 and HCN2 transcription [17] . Levels of HCN2 mRNA were significantly and persistently increased in CA1 and CA3 hippocampal pyramidal cell layers, whereas a concurrent reduction of HCN1 was confined to CA1. These data demonstrate both isoform and regional specificity in the modulation of HCN gene expression by intense network activity. Importantly, the increased ratio of HCN2 versus HCN1 is consistent with the observed slowing of the activation and deactivation kinetics of I h in CA1 neurons. It also persisted for weeks, further suggesting that the longlasting changes in h-channel properties might be, at least in part, sustained on a transcriptional level.
The above findings not only highlight a dynamic regulation of h-channel expression in the hippocampus in vivo but also indicate that the predominant isoforms expressed in this region, HCN1 and HCN2, can be differentially regulated in response to activity. Independent regulation of HCN1 and HCN2 expression has also been reported after lesioninduced neuronal plasticity in adult hippocampus [15] . In this model, transection of the perforant path and resulting partial denervation of dentate gyrus granule cells and CA1 pyramidal cells resulted in a strong downregulation of HCN1 without change in the expression of other HCN isoforms. Compelling evidence for the differential regulation of HCN isoforms in human neuropathological conditions has been provided by analysis of HCN1 and HCN2 expression in human epileptic hippocampus. Although there was little alteration of HCN2 expression, a striking increase of HCN1 mRNA was evident in the injured dentate gyrus, within surviving granule cells. Importantly, HCN1 immunoreactivity was markedly increased in the dendritic compartments of granule cells that were bombarded by dendritic excitation from abnormal, sprouted axons (mossy fibres) of neighboring surviving granule cells [24] .
The protracted time-course of the changes in HCN expression is consistent with the notion that they are determined on a transcriptional level. However, acute activity-dependent upregulation of I h in vitro, in the hippocampal slice preparation, was also recently shown [25, 26] . Although details of the properties and mechanisms underlying this modulation are not yet available, these topics are expected to be the subject of intense and exciting future research.
The role of normal and modified h-channels in neuronal excitability: unresolved conflicts or a split personality?
Taken together, recent and ongoing studies demonstrate that neuronal activity, both normal and aberrant, might be a major determinant of HCN expression. In turn, the resulting novel array of HCN channel properties can potently influence the excitability of the hippocampal network. But what are the specific consequences of altered I h density, gating properties or molecular composition on neuronal and network excitability?
Using both genetic and activity-dependent model systems, some studies support an inverse correlation between I h amplitude and seizure threshold. Thus, the depolarizing shift leading to an enhanced hyperpolarization-activated conductance in CA1 pyramidal cells is key to the hyperexcitable hippocampus in the febrile seizure model [16] . In addition, increased maximal I h is found in cortical layer V pyramidal cells of the stargazer mouse, a single-locus mutant with a phenotype of spike-wave seizures [27] . Although a causal relationship between I h and spontaneous seizures has not been established in this model, it has been suggested that I h in cortical pyramidal neurons might be involved in the generation of postinhibitory excitation leading to oscillatory paroxysmal activity [28] .
By contrast, a neuron-stabilizing and neuroprotective effect of I h has been suggested by a study in which I h was enhanced pharmacologically [29] . When a large depolarizing shift in h-channel activation (~11 mV) was induced by the anticonvulsant drug lamotrigine in CA1 pyramidal cells, repetitive action potential firing elicited by dendritic (but not somatic) current injections was significantly reduced. The proposed mechanism is that the lamotrigine-induced increase in the steady-state activation of I h at potentials near rest reduces membrane input resistance and time constant, resulting in reduced temporal summation and shunting of dendritic excitatory synaptic inputs [9, 10, 29] . This interpretation is consistent with the suggested neuroprotective and compensatory role for the increased HCN1 expression observed in the injured, depleted dentate gyrus of the human hippocampus [24] . The striking increase of HCN1 mRNA levels and concomitant increase in protein expression in the granule cell dendritic field would constitute a compensatory attempt to limit abnormal hyperexcitability in the epileptic dentate gyrus.
These seemingly conflicting facets of the I h persona can be reconciled by considering that both intrinsic and extrinsic factors are likely to play a role in determining the net impact of a given change in HCN function on neuronal and network excitability. These include other ionic conductances present in the cell (i.e. the 'electrophysiological environment' in which the HCN channels operate), the nature and spatial distribution of synaptic inputs, and the specific molecular composition, biophysical properties and subcellular localization of the hchannels that are involved.
Thus, although the enhanced steady-state activation of I h in both the febrile seizures model and following lamotrigine application will decrease input resistance in CA1 pyramidal neurons (hence the magnitude of voltage deflections in response to current inputs), the nature and the location of synaptic input onto the CA1 neurons differ in these two scenarios (Figure 1) . A concurrent increase in hyperpolarizing perisomatic inhibitory input to CA1 neurons is found in the developmental seizure model; this will activate h-channels and drive rebound depolarization and firing, leading to a hyperexcitable hippocampal network. By contrast, enhancement of I h by lamotrigine dampens repetitive firing elicited by dendritic (but not somatic) depolarization. The uneven distribution of ionic conductances that operate in the subthreshold range (e.g. I h itself, as well as the transient potassium current I A and the low-voltage-activated Ca 2+ current I T [30] ) in CA1 pyramidal neurons is likely to account for important differences in the neuronal response to localized synaptic inputs. Moreover, ratios among different currents, rather than absolute expression levels, are likely to determine the nature of the electrical response. For example, the interaction between I h and I A sets the rate of post-inhibitory rebound. However, the relative expression levels of these two conductances are kept in tight homeostatic equilibrium in invertebrate pacemaker neurons [31] . Overexpression of Kv4-type channel proteins in this model leads to a compensatory upregulation of I h density, with little net change in firing properties of the neuron. If such compensatory mechanisms exist in neurons, absent or inappropriate compensatory changes between functionally linked ionic conductances might lead to an altered electrophysiological environment and altered neuronal responses, with disruption of normal network excitability.
Activity-induced changes in the molecular subunit composition of h-channels will also influence their gating properties, including rate of activation and deactivation. Indeed, concurrent upregulation of HCN2 and down-regulation of HCN1 mRNA expression were found in developmental seizures models [17] . The resulting altered gating properties of the cellular complement of h-channels might lead to different neuronal responses and network excitability. In addition, a change in molecular subunit composition might alter the localization of the h-channels.
Thus, individual HCN isoforms might be targeted to different subcellular compartments. Immunocytochemical analyses of HCN1 distribution have demonstrated a marked segregation of this subunit to the apical dendrites of hippocampal pyramidal cells [17, 32, 33] . The progressive enhancement of HCN1 density with increasing distance from the soma is consistent with the somatodendritic gradient of I h density [9, 10] . However, a similar gradient was not observed upon analysis of HCN2 distribution [17, 23] . Finally, channels composed of different HCN isoforms might differ in their interaction with their cellular environment. For example, they might be linked to unique ensembles of receptors, other channels or regulatory proteins within the same cell. As a result, the relative expression levels of specific HCN subunits might ultimately determine the influence of I h on neuronal electrophysiological properties.
Do HCN proteins form heteromeric channels?
Despite the diverse spatial and temporal expression patterns of HCN genes in the CNS, substantial overlap is found within several regions, and multiple isoforms can be coexpressed in a single neuron [17, 21] . Several recent studies have also provided strong evidence for the formation of heteromeric channels in heterologous systems [14] . However, whether heteromeric HCN channels generate native neuronal I h has not been definitively resolved. In theory, HCN subunits might assemble in vivo as homomeric channels, as heteromers, or both. Indeed, abundance-dependent formation of homomeric or heteromeric channels has been described for voltage-gated K + channels, specifically Kv1.5. This subunit produces both homomeric and heteromeric channels (with Kv1.4), depending on expression levels [34] . Thus, it could be that the relative expression (i.e. the relative abundance) of HCN isoforms might govern their assembly. This is particularly intriguing in view of the recent work indicating that I h with novel properties might arise in vivo in hippocampal neurons, under pathological conditions that also alter the relative abundance of the HCN1 and HCN2 isoforms.
Multiple personalities of h-channels: past and future
The delineation of discrete HCN genes has provided the conceptual foundation for channels with independent locations, regulation and physiological properties. Can we speculate about the evolutionary basis of this diversity, and predict future advantageous use of this diversity?
The multiplicity of HCN genes might provide a safety mechanism, whereby a high degree of redundancy guarantees function of a crucial regulator of intrinsic cellular excitability. In addition, because homomeric HCN gene products possess different gating properties, gene duplication permits biophysical fine tuning, generating specific HCN subunits that are fundamentally more suitable for distinct physiological functions. Finally, as highlighted in this review, the presence of multiple HCN genes provides specificity in intercellular or intracellular localization and regulation modules.
Indeed, the distinct expression patterns and differential regulation already observed for the HCN genes, combined with their emerging disparate associations with subcellular compartments, receptors and other channels, suggest that specific roles in modulating neuronal excitability might eventually be defined for each isoform (at least within a given network). For example, a powerful demonstration of the role of HCN2 in shaping the firing mode of thalamocortical relay neurons has been recently provided by analysis of mice carrying a null mutation in the HCN2 locus [35] . In particular, the spontaneous absence seizure phenotype of these mice highlights the interplay between I h and T-type Ca 2+ channels as a key determinant in modulating the synchronized oscillatory activity of the thalamocortical network. The upcoming characterization of mice harboring null mutations for HCN1, which is prominently expressed in pyramidal cells, and of mice with hippocampus-specific deletions of HCN2, will undoubtedly provide equally compelling insights into the role of these genes in the normal and aberrant function of the hippocampal network.
In conclusion, can we ascribe different functions to the different HCN isoforms, and could this be the source of some of the conflicting 'personality traits' in I h behavior? Although a definitive answer to this question is not yet available, the concept provides an important theoretical framework for devising selective therapeutic intervention strategies and for defining specific contributions of h-channel activity to the aetiology (and treatment) of neurological disorders. Pro-excitatory or anti-excitatory? Opposing effects of increased h-channel activity on the modulation of cellular excitability have been suggested. The seemingly opposing actions can be reconciled by considering several factors. These include the spatial distribution and the nature of synaptic inputs and other intrinsic conductances present in the neuron (i.e. the electrophysiological context in which the h-channels operate), as well as the functional properties of the specific h-channel isoforms involved. Traces in the frame on the left are reproduced, with permission, from [16] , © (2001) Nature Publishing Group (http://www.nature.com/); traces in the frame on the right are reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [29] , © (2002) Nature Publishing Group.
